You can’t retire me!

David Regan discusses the implications for dentists as the retirement age is abolished

The question of how to deal with older members of staff, particularly those who have worked for a business for a long time, is a difficult one for managers. At present, employers must follow a fairly strict retirement process which penalises them for failing to comply, but which does allow them to choose to retire an employee without the employee having any say in the matter. With effect from 6 April 2011, this process will begin to fall away and, from 1 October 2011, it will be age discrimination to dismiss someone by reason of retirement.

History of Retirement

Retirement is a relatively recent historical phenomenon. The concept of retirement on a state pension was invented by Chancellor Otto von Bismarck of Germany in the late 1800s as a response to the rising tide of socialism which was sweeping through Germany. In 1889, Bismarck announced that every elderly German was entitled to receive a state pension. The arbitrary state pension age of 65 (which in those days cost little as pensions had little value) then found its way to other developed countries. 125 years on, the notion of employees reaching the age of 65, retiring and receiving a reasonable income from their combined state and privately funded pensions has become more difficult to uphold.
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The process to be used would be as follows:

• Issue the employee with the notice of intended retirement date (to be before 1st October 2011)

• Enter into ‘without prejudice’ discussions regarding the employee continuing to work past that date

• Once an agreed date has been set, enter into a Compromise Agreement with the employee.

There are two important components to the Compromise Agreement:

1. That it is a condition of the Compromise Agreement that the employee signs a second Compromise Agreement (a copy of which is annexed to the first Agreement) at the end of his employment

2. That any payments due under the first Agreement are not to be paid unless the second Agreement is signed.

The advantage to this approach is that, if the employer refuses to sign the second Agreement, he does not receive any payments due under the first Agreement. Furthermore, if he does bring any claims for age discrimination as a result of his dismissal at the date agreed under the first Agreement, then he will be in breach of contract, and any sums that he claims should be ‘damages’ that the employer can claim back.

This relatively simple proposal could save employers from the dilemma of choosing between losing valued staff before they are ready, or allowing staff to continue with no clear idea of when they plan to retire.

**Difficulties**

*Succession planning*

The most obvious difficulty for employers will be that there is no longer a ready-made timescale for retirement, meaning the path to senior positions could be blocked. Employers may also feel unable to ask when an employee is intending to retire, leading to ‘shock’ retirements that leave the employer without a proven successor.

**Employee Relations**

Employers may also find it difficult to start discussions about retirement with employees as detailed above. Even if they do, many employees may not take kindly to the idea that they should retire if they are not ready to do so. In addition, under the ‘old law’, employees have often been allowed to continue to retirement with managers overlooking lapses in judgment or incremental changes in performance which can be attributed to an employee’s age. Moving forward, employers will be faced with the unpleasant task of performance managing longstanding, cherished employees if they are not up to task rather than allowing them to continue with the knowledge that retirement is just around the corner. This could cause particular problems where employees work as part of close-knit teams, such as in the hospital catering industry, with employees becoming known not just to other catering staff, but also to wider hospital staff. In such cases an adverse reaction from the employee could prompt a backlash against the catering manager.

**What is a ‘legitimate aim’?**

Cases under the ‘old law’ have found legitimate aims to be workforce planning, enabling recruitment and retention of younger employees, avoiding adverse impact on pensions and benefits, ensuring continued competence, and having an age balanced workforce ensuring job opportunities amongst the generations. However, employers will need to be careful when implementing a normal retirement age and will need to show that they have balanced the employee’s rights and dignity against the needs of the business.

**Flexible Working**

In practice some employers may be happy to allow an employee to continue working as long as they choose, and many employees will most likely want to at least reduce their hours, if not finish working completely, as they age. It is important to note that the abolition of the default retirement age has no effect upon the flexible working law which is currently in place, and employers will not be under a duty to allow older employees to work reduced hours unless they are eligible for flexible working in the usual way.

**Performance Management**

In addition to the employee relations issues highlighted above, managers must ensure that performance management processes are implemented fairly across the entire range of employees in order to avoid any accusations of age bias, or trying to force out the older members of staff. In addition, managers will need to watch for age related disabilities and, if any disability is found, will need to consider whether or not any reasonable adjustments may need to be made in relation to the employee and their employment.

**Exceptions**

There are two exceptions to the abolition of the default retirement age:

1. It does not affect occupational pension schemes and the setting of a “normal retirement age” for the purposes of occupational pension schemes.

2. Employers may withdraw benefits for employees at or over the age of 65 (with the age at which withdrawal will be legal rising in accordance with the state pension age). This exemption deals with a key concern of employers, name-
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**The most obvious difficulty for employers will be that there is no longer a ready-made timescale for retirement**

---

**Conclusion**

The abolition of the default retirement age has the potential to have a large impact on businesses, as staff may choose to remain in their position longer, hindering succession planning, and employers and managers will be forced in many cases to invoke disciplinary procedures to manage the performance of longstanding employees, with a subsequent negative effect on morale. However, there is clear ongoing dialogue between managers and staff, and all parties are open to sensible communication; there is no reason why employers cannot continue to work past the current default retirement age should prove to be a problem.

Indeed, managers may find that retaining the services of a valued, longstanding employee for a reduced number of hours during the working week may allow more junior members of staff to learn from someone who would otherwise have retired and to gradually take over their role as they ease towards the date at which they intend to retire.

In addition, employers are still free to choose to set a retiring age for their business, provided that they are able to justify this.

David Regan is a solicitor in the Employment Team at Mundays Solicitors LLP, a leading regional practice which provides quality advice to corporate and private clients. Established in 1983, Mundays has a diverse client base that includes major UK and national companies as well as smaller businesses, individuals and families. Mundays specialises in Banking, Construction, Corporate & Commercial, Dispute Resolution, Employment, Family, Inheritance, Private Wealth, Property, and a wide variety of industry sectors.
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